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Abstract: Nanohydroxyapatite (nHAp) is an emergent bioceramic that shows similar chemical
and crystallographic properties as the mineral phase present in bone. However, nHAp presents
low fracture toughness and tensile strength, limiting its application in bone tissue engineering.
Conversely, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have been widely used for composite applications due to their excellent mechanical and physicochemical properties, although
their hydrophobicity usually impairs some applications. To improve MWCNT wettability,
oxygen plasma etching has been applied to promote MWCNT exfoliation and oxidation and
to produce graphene oxide (GO) at the end of the tips. Here, we prepared a series of nHAp/
MWCNT-GO nanocomposites aimed at producing materials that combine similar bone characteristics (nHAp) with high mechanical strength (MWCNT-GO). After MWCNT production and
functionalization to produce MWCNT-GO, ultrasonic irradiation was employed to precipitate
nHAp onto the MWCNT-GO scaffolds (at 1–3 wt%). We employed various techniques to
characterize the nanocomposites, including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman
spectroscopy, thermogravimetry, and gas adsorption (the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method).
We used simulated body fluid to evaluate their bioactivity and human osteoblasts (boneforming cells) to evaluate cytocompatibility. We also investigated their bactericidal effect
against Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. TEM analysis revealed homogeneous
distributions of nHAp crystal grains along the MWCNT-GO surfaces. All nanocomposites
were proved to be bioactive, since carbonated nHAp was found after 21 days in simulated
body fluid. All nanocomposites showed potential for biomedical applications with no cytotoxicity toward osteoblasts and impressively demonstrated a bactericidal effect without the
use of antibiotics. All of the aforementioned properties make these materials very attractive
for bone tissue engineering applications, either as a matrix or as a reinforcement material for
numerous polymeric nanocomposites.
Keywords: nanohydroxyapatite, multi-walled carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, in vitro,
bactericidal effect, bioactivity, bone cells, tissue engineering
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In regenerative medicine, the reconstruction of fully functional body tissues has
become a major challenge over the last several decades.1–3 In orthopedic surgery, the
pressing need for efficient reconstruction of bone defects arising from tumors, trauma,
and bone diseases has led to a crescent search for new and more effective materials.
In this context, natural and synthetic polymers, ceramics, and their composites, obtained
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via many processing techniques, have been investigated for
improved biomedical applications, more specifically for
bone grafting.4–6
In tissue engineering, a successful biomaterial must ideally mimic the natural extracellular matrix of the engineered
tissue in order to promote cell differentiation and organspecific functions. Thus, for hard tissues, such as skeletal
bone and cartilage, there is a crucial need for materials that
possess adequate structural stability and an ability to enhance
in vivo bone formation.
Among the ceramic materials usually used for biomedical
applications, hydroxyapatite (HAp, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) can be
highlighted as an emergent bioceramic due to its chemical
and crystallographic similarity to the mineral component of
the natural bone.4 Due to its microstructure, biocompatibility,
and osteoconductivity, nanosized HAp (nanohydroxyapatite,
nHAp) has been widely investigated for applications in bone
tissue regeneration.4,7–9 Nevertheless, the low tensile strength
and fracture toughness of nHAp limit its application in large
bone defects. In this context, the literature has introduced
many different approaches to combine nHAp and different
forms of carbon in order to enhance the mechanical properties
of nHAp without impairing its bioactivity.9–11
Over the last few years, multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) and graphene oxide (GO) have attracted much
attention due to their excellent mechanical and physical–
chemical properties (low mass, high surface area, and
high electrical and thermal conductivity).12–16 Combining
MWCNTs and GO with HAp in its many forms (such as
nano) represents an alternative to improve the chemical,
physical, and biological characteristics of polymeric nanocomposites, as well as to generate materials that can mimic
bone tissues.11,17–19 For example, Lahiri et al20 demonstrated
that MWCNTs were responsible for increasing the adhesion
strength, and spreading and attachment of osteoblasts in
HAp/MWCNT nanocomposites. Balani et al21 reported on
the improvement of the fracture toughness and crystallinity
of the coating of HAp/MWCNT nanocomposites prepared
by plasma spraying. Moreover, they showed osteoblast
growth and proliferation, an evidence of the nontoxicity of
these materials.
Although carbon nanotube (CNT) reinforcement in
HAp matrices has been demonstrated,20,22,23 as well as low
cytotoxicity of these composites,9,20 a full report on their
physical–chemical properties, biological properties, and their
dependence on the MWCNT-GO content is still missing.
Recently, our group developed a novel routine to produce
large-scale nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites using
a wet-chemical method assisted by ultrasound irradiation.19
2570
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Therefore, herein, we present for the first time a systematic
evaluation of the production and characterization of nHAp/
MWCNT-GO nanocomposites. We evaluated the physical,
chemical, and biological properties of nHAp/MWCNT-GO
nanocomposites. Besides this, we present dependence
between MWCNT-GO content and nHAp precipitation.
We performed a wide range of techniques for morphological
(field emission gun scanning electron microscopy [FEGSEM] and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
[HRTEM]), surface area (Brunauer–Emmett–Teller [BET]
and mercury porosimetry), structural (X-ray diffraction
[XRD] and Raman spectroscopy), chemical (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy), and thermal (thermogravimetry)
characterizations. We also studied the biological properties of
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites, including bioactivity,
cytotoxicity, osteoblast adhesion and proliferation, as well
as bactericidal activity.
The findings in this paper open up many possible applications of nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites in bone tissue
engineering where improved strength, bone cell responses,
and antibacterial properties are also required.

Experimental
Materials
All chemicals used in this work were analytical-grade
products and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis,
MO, USA).

Synthesis of MWCNTs and
functionalization (MWCNT-GO)
The MWCNTs were produced as reported in previous
studies.24 Briefly, a mixture of camphor (C10H16O, 84 wt%)
and ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2, 16%) as a catalyst was placed
in a thermal chemical vapor deposition furnace and then
vaporized at 200°C in an antechamber. At atmospheric pressure, the vapor was carried to the chamber of the chemical
vapor deposition furnace (850°C) under nitrogen gas flow
(1.5 L min-1), and the MWNCTs were deposited on the wall
of the quartz tube. After 5 minutes, the vapor was cut off, and
the furnace was cooled to room temperature under N2 flow.
The catalytic particles (Fe) were removed from the
MWCNTs by an acid etching treatment. The MWCNTs
were subjected to ultrasound irradiation for 5 hours in a
H2SO4:HNO3 (3:1) solution and then filtered using a Millipore
membrane (0.45 µm), washed extensively with water, and
finally dried (100°C, 12 hours). In order to generate super
hydrophilic MWCNTs, oxygen-containing groups were
incorporated as described in previous work,25 in a pulsed
direct current plasma reactor with an oxygen flow rate of
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11
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1 sccm, at -700 V, a pressure of 85 mTorr, and a pulse frequency of 20 kHz. The superhydrophilic MWCNTs will be
further referred to as MWCNT-GO.

Ultrasound-assisted preparation of
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites
The nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites were prepared
at different concentrations of MWCNT-GO (1.0, 2.0, and
3.0 wt%). For this purpose, calcium nitrate tetrahydrate
[Ca(NO3)2⋅4H2O] and diammonium hydrogen phosphate
[(NH4)2HPO4] were dissolved in 50 mL of deionized water,
and MWCNT-GO was added and sonicated (Vibracell
Sonics, 500 W) during 30 minutes (Ca/P =1.67).26 The
pH was kept at ~10 by dropwise addition of a NH4OH
solution (25%). The remaining solid was allowed to settle
for 120 hours until maturation and then was filtered, waterwashed, and dried at 60°C (48 hours). For further analysis,
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites were milled in an
analytical mill (IKA, model A11), as well as pristine nHAp
and MWCNT-GO as control samples.

Nanocomposite characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and FEG-SEM were
performed using two different microscopes, a Zeiss/EVO
MA10 operated at 20 kV to reach a magnification of ×15,000
and a Philips XL30 field emission gun operated at 10 kV
to reach a magnification up to ×30,000. All samples were
previously coated with a thin layer of gold (~10 nm) using
a sputter coater.
HRTEM was performed using a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 microscope. The MWCNT-GO and nHAp/MWCNT-GO powder
samples were dispersed in 50 mL of water under ultrasound
and then deposited on copper TEM grids (300 mesh).
The crystallinity and phase of the nanopowders (nHAp,
MWCNT-GO, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites)
were characterized by XRD (PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer) using a monochromatic CuKα X-ray radiation. The
data were collected over a range of 20°–60° with a scanning
step of 0.08° min-1. Highscore 3.0a software (PaNalytical,
Almelo, the Netherlands) was used to identify the phase.
The thermal behavior of nHAp, MWCNT-GO, and
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites was evaluated using
a Netzsch STA 449-Jupiter. The samples (6–8 mg) were
placed on a platinum pan and heated from 25°C to 1,000°C
at 10°C min -1 under a nitrogen-purged atmosphere
(50 mL min-1).
A mercury porosimeter (Pore Master 60-GT; Quantac
hrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA) was employed
to characterize the total area of the nanocomposites through
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11
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their macropores’ size distribution, while BET was used to
evaluate the micro- and mesopores based on the classical helium-void volume method. Quantachrome Pore Master (version
7.01), Quantachrome NovaWin 2, and Quantachrome Instruments (version 2.2) software were used for data analysis.
Attenuated transmission reflectance Fourier transform
infrared (ATR-FTIR; Perkin-Elmer Spotlight 400 FTIR
Imaging System) was performed, and data were collected at
room temperature in the 4,000–700 cm-1 region.
Raman spectra were recorded at ambient temperature
using a Horiba microprobe system, employing an argon laser
for excitation (λ=514.5 nm) with a laser power of ~6 mW.

Bioactivity assay
For the bioactivity assay, a simulated body fluid (SBF)
(1.5x)27 solution was prepared via dissolution of different
salts in a Tris 4.037 g L-1 buffer solution (pH 7.4, simulating
blood plasma), as described elsewhere.11
The nanocomposites were immersed in polyethylene
containers with an SBF solution (1.5x) (1 mg mL-1) and
placed in a refrigerated benchtop incubator (Cientec CT-713).
The samples were centrifuged (75 rpm, 36.5°C) at different
times (7 and 21 days). After incubation, the nanocomposites were washed with deionized water (80°C) for removal
of the salts and then filtered and dried at room temperature
for 24 hours.
After biomineralization, the nanocomposites were
characterized via the same techniques previously described
(ie, SEM, ATR-FTIR, and XRD).

Assays for cell viability and proliferation
Analysis of cell viability and proliferation was performed
using a human osteoblast cell line (MG-63, CC-2538; Lonza,
Walkersville, MD, USA). The Ethics Committee/Institutional
Review Board from the University of Vale do Paraiba/IP&D
(Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa da Universidade do Vale do
Paraíba) did not require that ethical approval be sought or
obtained for the use of cell lines. The cells were cultured in a
specific growth medium (OGM, CC-3207; Lonza) and incubated in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37°C in plastic cell culture
flasks (75 cm²). Scaffolds were prepared by simply mixing the
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites with hyaluronic acid
(50/50, w/w, %). A thin layer of this mixture was placed in the
upper chambers of the transwell plates (Ref#3412 Costar®;
Corning, Corning, NY, USA) with a membrane pore size of
5 µm allowing its contact with osteoblasts (Figure 1).
The control groups were established as follows: a
negative control (only the culture medium and no cells), a
positive control (grown cells in culture medium), and nHAp,
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 1 Figure representing the transwell plates with the nanocomposite
scaffolds.
Abbreviations: nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube;
GO, graphene oxide.

MWCNT-GO, as well as nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites
in hyaluronic acid generating the scaffolds, as previously
discussed.

Cytotoxicity assays
For the cytotoxicity assays, MG-63 cells were seeded in
six-well plates (1×104 cells/well). The cytotoxicity levels
were evaluated through the contact between the cells and
the scaffolds inserted in the upper chambers of the transwell
plates. After 7 days, the chambers were removed, and the
cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and fixed
with 10% trifluoroacetic acid (1 hour at 4°C). After washing
and drying, the cells were stained with 0.4% sulforhodamine
B solution in 1% acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes
at room temperature. The cells were rewashed with 1% acetic acid to remove the non-bonded dye and left to dry. The
bonded dye was solubilized in 1 mM Tris (Sigma-Aldrich),
and the solution was stirred and transferred to a 96-well plate
for absorbance evaluation in a microplate spectrophotometer
(Synergy HT Multi-Detection; BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA)
at 570 nm. The experiments were performed in triplicate.
The data were expressed as the average with standard deviation. Statistical comparisons were carried out via one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparisons
Tukey’s test to determine any significant differences between
groups (P,0.05).

Study of the bactericidal effect of the
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites
To evaluate the bacterial effect of samples, Escherichia coli
(ATCC 25922) and Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923)
strains were used as Gram-negative and Gram-positive
bacteria models, respectively. The bacteria were seeded in
Luria–Bertani (LB) medium (10 g L-1 of tryptone, 5 g of
yeast extract, and 10 g L-1 of NaCl) at 37°C and diluted in
PBS to 1 mg mL-1 and sterilized at 120°C in an autoclave
for 15 minutes.
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Twenty-four-well plates containing 1,000 µL of LB
medium with 5 µL (~105 CFU mL-1) of each bacterium were
used. The bacteria were exposed to two concentrations of the
diluted samples in PBS (0.01 and 0.1 mg mL-1). The tests
were performed in triplicate. A broad-spectrum gentamicin
antibiotic was used as a positive control, whereas wells containing only bacteria in LB medium were used for negative
controls. The plates were incubated at 37°C during 3 hours
for E. coli and 12 hours for S. aureus according to strain
growth curves previously investigated.28,29
Optical density (OD) analysis was performed after the
incubation period. In a typical experiment, 10 µL was withdrawn and read on a microplate spectrophotometer (Synergy
HT Multi-Detection; BioTek) at 520 nm. Equation 1 was
used to calculate the bacterial activity.30
R (%) =

(B – C)
× 100,
B


(1)

where R is the bactericidal action expressed in percentage,
B is the average value of OD in the negative control, and
C is the average value of OD in the test groups. Statistical
comparisons were carried out via one-way ANOVA and
multiple comparisons Tukey’s test to determine any significant differences between groups (P,0.05).

Results and discussion
Nanocomposites characterization
MWCNT-GO structural characterization

Figure 2 shows the HRTEM micrographs of the pristine
MWCNTs (Figure 2A) and MWCNT-GO (Figure 2B and C).
The MWCNTs presented bamboo-like structures with average diameters of 25 nm and ~30 walls. It is clear that the
CNT walls were affected by the chloridic acid treatment,
which led to defects and entangled structures. Figure 2B
shows a region where MWCNT-GO did not present structural
defects in their extension, since we observed that the ends of
the tubes were closed. On the other hand, Figure 2C shows
the exfoliated MWCNT tips exposing their graphene-like
structure (~50 nm sheets).
Figure 2D shows the first- and second-order Raman
scattering spectra of MWCNTs and MWCNT-GO. The D
band is usually attributed to the disorder and imperfection of
the carbon crystallites. The G band is assigned to one of the
two E2g modes corresponding to stretching vibrations in the
basal plane (sp2 domains) of single-crystal graphene.31 The
high-intensity G′ band reveals that these materials present high
structural quality.32 In the MWCNT-GO first-order Raman
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Figure 2 Structural analyses of MWCNT and MWCNT-GO.
Notes: HRTEM shows (A) the typical bamboo-like structure and defects of MWCNT, (B) the details of the end of the MWCNT tips, and (C) the graphene sheets exposed
by MWCNT after oxygen plasma treatment. (D) The first- and second-order Raman spectra of MWCNT and MWCNT-GO. * and # correspond, respectively, to peaks at
1,480 and ~1,200 cm-1.
Abbreviations: MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; HRTEM, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy; au, arbitrary units.

spectra, for appropriate deconvolution fitting, two Gaussian
peaks centered at ~1,250 (#) and 1,480 cm-1 (*) were added
necessarily. Probably, the shoulder has its origin in the double
resonance process because its Raman shift (~1,200 cm-1) is a
point on the graphene phonon dispersion curves.31 The origin
of the 1,480 cm-1 (*) band is probably correlated with the polar
group grafting onto the MWCNT-GO surfaces.33
It is well known that MWCNTs are graphene sheets
rolled into cylinders. Moreover, graphene sheet rolling up
into a tube is a standard way to illustrate CNT formation.
Nanotube tips are defective and interact directly with plasma,
causing tip exfoliation (as shown in Figure 2C). Further, in

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11

our nanotubes, only a few sidewalls were discreetly affected
by hydrochloric acid treatment (as shown in Figure 2A).
However, depending on plasma conditions and time, we
could partially etch the CNT tips or simply attach oxygen
groups to them without exfoliation. Nevertheless, we showed
that when the oxygen plasma etching is carried out at higher
plasma pressures (.180 mTorr) or for longer process times,
we could obtain graphene sheets (as shown in Figure 2C).
Meanwhile, we showed in a previous study that oxygen
plasma treatment not only exposed the graphene sheets but
also incorporated ~22% of oxygen content and consequently
attached carboxylic and carboxylate groups.34
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nHAp/MWCNT-GO morphological characterization
via FEG-SEM and HRTEM
The FEG-SEM micrographs of the nHAp/MWCNT-GO
nanocomposites and pristine nHAp and MWCNT-GO are
presented in Figure 3A–E. Figure 3A shows MWCNT-GO
of varied lengths and with irregular surfaces with some
whitish regions pointing out the exfoliation due to
the functionalization process. Figure 3B reveals the
agglomeration of the nHAp crystals, and some plaques
(flattened regions) were observed all along the surface, in a
way similar to nHAp/MWCNT-GO1% (Figure 3C). However, at higher concentrations of MWCNT-GO (2 and 3 wt%;
Figure 3D and E), it was possible to observe nHAp covering
the MWCNT-GO (indicated by arrows).
Zhao et al35 reported the production of CNTs/HAp nanocomposites with different CNT contents by an in situ method
followed by purification with nitric acid. They showed the
adhesion of the HAp crystals along the CNT surface via
TEM. In the same direction, Núñez et al36 reported the growth
of nHAp on CNTs via a wet-chemical in situ precipitation
route, showing the presence of nHAp on the surface of
the MWCNT-GO confirmed by the change of the crystallographic plane.
The nucleation of nHAp along the MWCNT-GO is
highly favored due to the presence of functional groups on
the MWCNT-GO surface. The interaction models between
nHAp and CNTs are usually based on the arrangement of the
Ca atoms from HAp in the plane (3 0 0) with C atoms from
the CNTs, in a hexagonal lattice, with no chemical interaction

$

except van der Waals forces. However, nHAp growth on
oxygen-containing surfaces, via a wet-chemical method, is
described as a chemical interaction between Ca2+ ions and the
functional groups where the oxygen atom is present.37–39
Figure 4 presents the HRTEM micrographs of the
nanocomposites at the lowest and highest concentrations of
MWCNT-GO (ie, 1 and 3 wt%). It can be observed that the
synthesized nHAp itself corresponded to dense agglomerates of small nanorod particles. As shown in Figure 4, the
synthesized nHAp exhibited a uniform size, ~15 nm in diameter and 45–70 nm in length. At the lowest MWCNT-GO
concentration (1 wt%; Figure 4A), we observed many
free nHAp crystal grains, although a uniform coverage by
nHAp crystals could be observed along the carbon scaffold.
Conversely, at the highest MWCNT-GO concentration
(3 wt%; Figure 4B–D), we observed a decrease in the number
of free nHAp crystals, whereas the number of nHAp crystal
grains covering the MWCNT-GO surface increased.

Raman spectroscopy
Figure 5A shows the Raman spectra of nHAp and nHAp/
MWCNT-GO composites. All spectra were normalized
by the intense nHAp line at 962 cm-1, which is characteristic of crystallized HAp. Bands of lower intensities were
observed at ~420, 580, and 1,050 cm-1. The last one is
assigned to apatite phosphate groups and is observed only
in well-crystallized nHAp.40 The other bands are attributed
to other forms of apatites such as octacalcium phosphate
and dicalcium phosphate dehydrates.40 The P–O stretching

%

'

&

(

Figure 3 Morphological analysis of MWCNT-GO, nHAp, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Notes: FEG-SEM micrographs with a magnification of ×30,000 of (A) MWCNT-GO, (B) nHAp, (C) nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%, (D) nHAp/MWCNT-GO2%, and (E) nHAp/
MWCNT-GO3%. Scale bar: 1 µm. Both black and white arrows show nHAp covering MWCNT-GO.
Abbreviations: FEG-SEM, field emission gun scanning electron microscopy; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite.
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Figure 4 Structural details of nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Notes: HRTEM micrographs of (A) nHAp/MWCNT-GO1% and (B–D) nHAp/MWCNT-GO3%.
Abbreviations: HRTEM, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide.

infrared mode, which appears at ~962 cm-1 in the spectra
of all the samples, is attributed to phosphates. The D and G
bands due to CNT inclusion appear at ~1,350 and 1,580 cm-1,
respectively.
Figure 5B shows the evolution of the ratio between
integrated intensities of G band and the 962 cm-1 nHAp line
(IG/IHA) as a function of CNT concentration in the composite.
It clearly shows a linear dependence, as expected.

Thermogravimetric analysis
Figure 6 presents the thermogravimetric and derivative
thermogravimetric curves of pristine MWCNT-GO, pristine
nHAP, and nanocomposites based on nHAp/MWCNT-GO.
As shown in Figure 6A, no mass loss was observed in
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11

MWCNT-GO up to 500°C. On the other hand, a massive
loss of mass was observed in the range of 500°C–1,000°C
(56.5%), which was probably due to the thermal decomposition of COOH and carboxylate groups with consequent
release of CO2(g). In a previous study, Hwang et al41 reported
the thermal stability of pristine MWCNTs, also under N2, and
verified only a few percent loss of mass up to 800°C, which
was probably due to the absorbed humidity.
As shown in Figure 6A and B, pristine nHAp presented
three stages of mass loss, in the range of 25°C–120°C (loss of
4.58%), 120°C–390°C (loss of 5.78%), and 390°C–500°C (loss
of 1.1%), which can be mainly related to partial removal of the
chemically and physically adsorbed water, as well as lattice
water. From 500°C to 1,000°C, the mass of nHAp slightly
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 5 Raman analysis of nHAp, MWCNT-GO, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Notes: (A) Raman spectra of (a) nHAp, (b) nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%, (c) nHAp/MWCNT-GO2%, and (d) nHAp/MWCNT-GO3%. (B) Ratio between integrated intensities
of G band and the 962 cm-1 nHAp line (IG/IHA) as a function of MWCNT-GO concentration in the composite.
Abbreviations: nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; au, arbitrary units.

changed (0.11%). Meejoo et al42 reported on the narrowing
of the OH- band (3,500 cm-1, FTIR results) when nHAp was
subjected to elevated temperatures (.800°C). Furthermore, at
high temperatures (.600°C), the slight mass loss can also be
attributed to the decarboxylation of the nHAp, which releases
CO2(g), and condensation of HPO42- releasing water.
Regarding the nanocomposites (Figure 6A and B), different stages of mass loss were observed, which were attributed
to the presence of both nHAp and MWCNT-GO in their
composition. The increase in MWCNT-GO concentration
(1%–3%) increased the hydrophilic character of the nanocomposites, confirmed by the raise of mass loss up to 500°C.
Since MWCNT-GO itself presented a typical hydrophobic
character (no mass loss up to 500°C), as it was not previously submitted to a process of wetting, it is assumed that
all mass loss in the nanocomposites in this interval was due
to (i) the presence of nHAp and/or (ii) the presence of “wet
MWCNT-GO”, due to water soaking during the nanocomposite preparation.
At lower concentrations of MWCNT-GO (1% and 2%),
the mass loss from 25°C to 500°C (essentially water) was
significantly lower than the one observed in pristine nHAp
(11.5%). However, the increase in MWCNT-GO concentration led to higher mass loss in this temperature interval, from
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3.80% (MWCNT-GO1%) to 16.84% (MWCNT-GO3%),
pointing out the increase in the hydrophilic character of the
nanocomposites.
A plausible explanation to this effect relies on the
increase of nHAp covering the MWCNT-GO surface as
its concentration increases. At the lowest concentration of
MWCNT-GO1%, however, the adsorption of nHAp and
consequent establishment of electrostatic interactions and
hydrogen bonds with the carboxyl and carboxylate groups
from MWCNT-GO would have decreased the nHAp hydrophilic character compared to the pristine nHAp crystals
themselves. Nevertheless, the increase in MWCNT-GO
concentration (2% and 3%) would have favored the nHAp
adsorption all along the surface (confirmed by TEM analysis;
Figure 4), increasing the local and global interactions with
water molecules and leading to nanocomposites with a higher
hydrophilic character (Figure 7). To corroborate these results,
we performed BET surface area and mercury porosimetry
analyses.

BET surface area analysis and mercury porosimetry
Table 1 shows the textural properties of all nanocomposites
investigated from their N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms.
When compared to MWCNT-GO (39 m2 g-1), the BET
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Figure 6 Thermal analysis of nHAp, MWCNT-GO, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Notes: (A) TG and (B) dTG curves of pristine MWCNT-GO, pristine nHAP, and nanocomposites based on nHAp/MWCNT-GO (N2 atmosphere at 50 mL min-1 and
heating rate of 10°C min-1).
Abbreviations: TG, thermogravimetric; dTG, derivative thermogravimetric; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite;
Wt, weight.

surface area of nHAp (54.2 m2 g-1) increased. Meanwhile,
for the nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites, these values
continued to increase. That is an interesting result, and it
could be directly related to the higher mean pore diameter
of nHAp (6.89 nm) compared to MWCNT-GO (3.12 nm).
On the other hand, the nanocomposites presented similar
mean pore diameters. More interesting than pore diameter
and surface area is their relationship with thermal analysis
and water loss. As expected, the nanocomposite with
the highest surface area and mean pore diameter (nHAp/
MWCNT-GO3%, 73.5 m2 g-1 and 3.45 nm, respectively)
also presented the highest water loss up to 500°C (thermogravimetric analysis [TGA]; Figure 6).
Table 1 shows the mercury porosimetry analysis of all
the nanocomposites. These data are interesting and complementary to BET analysis. We noticed that the porosity
presented by MWCNT-GO (75.7%) was indeed higher than
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2016:11

nHAp (48.7%), which was comprehensible due to the high
aspect ratio of the first. On the other hand, we noticed that
the porosity presented by all nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites decreased compared to MWCNT-GO, ranging from
64.2% to 69.4%. Nevertheless, all the nHAp/MWCNT-GO
scaffolds showed high porosity (~60%–70%). This highly
porous structure probably may favor cell proliferation
and infiltration leading to a better bone tissue engineering
material. However, regarding material morphology, porous
bioceramic configurations required for cell ingrowth offer
highly irregular surfaces that may also promote bacterial
colonization.43

Biomineralization
Generally, the in vitro calcification ability of biomaterials has
a direct correlation with the bone-bonding ability in vivo.44
Bioactivity is a result of the chemical reactions occurring
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Results of BET surface area analysis and mercury porosimetry (0.1 g of each sample)
Sample

BET analysis

Mercury porosimetry

Surface area (m g )

Mean pore diameter (nm)

Water loss (%, up to 500°C)

Porosity (%)

39
54.2
64.5
65.5
73.5

3.12
6.89
3.09
3.09
3.45

–
11.5
3.8
7.8
16.8

75.7
48.7
64.2
69
69.4

2

MWCNT-GO
nHAp
nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%
nHAp/MWCNT-GO2%
nHAp/MWCNT-GO3%

-1

Abbreviations: BET, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite.

at the surface of a material exposed to body fluids in order
to form a surface layer of hydroxyl-carbonated apatite
upon implantation, which is an essential criterion for
establishing bonding with natural bone. Thus, investigating
the biological behavior of scaffolds in SBF is considered the
most efficient method to authenticate their bioactivity in the
body environment.
Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns of nHAp, MWCNT-GO,
and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites after being soaked
in SBF (1.5x) up to 21 days. The characteristic peaks of
hexagonal nHAp were found at 2θ =31.73°, 32.18°, 32.86°,
and 34.04°, according to JCPDS 024-0033, for all nHAp/
MWCNT nanocomposites. Thus, the MWCNT loading did
not alter the nHAp nucleation and growth.
MWCNT-GO samples presented peaks at 2θ =26.6°,
43.2°, 44°, and 45.1°, all of which are characteristic of
carbon materials, according to JCPDS 00-026-1077 and

&DUERQ

+$S

,URQ



&DUERQDWHG+$S

00-001-0640. The peaks in 2θ =38° and 49.3° are indicative
that the samples still contained iron in their composition,
according to JCPDS 01-085-0871. Edwards et al45 reported
that even after the purification process to remove iron from
the interior of the nanotubes, some catalytic particles might
still be trapped unless an acidic ultrasound bath is used. The
pyrolysis method used for MWCNT production does not
lead to ordering in the crystalline structure, and the defects
facilitate the permeability of Fe ions during the cavitation
process.45,46 However, in the present investigation, we could
not achieve the total removal of iron from the interior of the
MWCNTs.
Table 2 shows the crystallite size, evaluated by using
the Sherrer equation19 for all samples after being soaked in
SBF (1.5x) for 14 and 21 days. We observed an increase
in MWCNT-GO crystallite size with an increase in the
time of soaking in SBF. In the nanocomposite from
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Figure 8 XRD patterns of MWCNT-GO, nHAp, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites after 21 days of soaking in SBF (1.5x).
Abbreviations: XRD, X-ray diffraction; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; SBF, simulated body fluid;
au, arbitrary units.
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Table 2 Relationship between the crystallite size and the
soaking time in SBF (1.5x) for nHAp, MWCNT-GO, and nHAp/
MWCNT-GO nanocomposites
Sample

Crystallite size before (day 0) and
after soaking in SBF (1.5x) (nm)

MWCNT-GO
nHAp
nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%
nHAp/MWCNT-GO2%
nHAp/MWCNT-GO3%

0

14 days

21 days

–
11.6
15
12.9
15.9

12.3
9.3
14.6
12.7
13.3

8.9
12.9
13.3
11.8
11.7

Note: We used JCPDS 00-019-0272 (carbonated HAp) and the (0 0 2) to calculate
crystallite size.
Abbreviations: SBF, simulated body fluid; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; MWCNT,
multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; HAp, hydroxyapatite.

ν 32±

ν &2±

ν 32±

 CI 
yCO = 10.134   + 0.2134
 PI 
3

(2)


Table 3 shows the data for the CO32- content (estimated
by Equation 2)40 obtained by the ATR-FTIR analysis before
soaking the samples in SBF (control) and after they were
soaked in SBF (1.5x) for 14 and 21 days. We observed that
the carbonate content increased with the increase of the
immersion time, which was an indication of CO32- deposition
on the samples, according to XRD results.
The FEG-SEM micrographs of the samples before
(control) and after soaking for 21 days in SBF (1.5x) are
depicted in Figure 10. We observed apatite plaques on the
MWCNTs after 21 days (indicated by circles), pointing out
their bioactivity. All the samples after 21 days, with different

ν 32±
ν &2±

$EVRUEDQFH DX

ν 32±

nHAp/MWCNT-GO, the increase in the time of soaking in
SBF (1.5x) influenced the crystallite size, reducing it. nHAp
did not present any trend regarding the crystallite size and
soaking time. The nanometric size of the crystallites favors
their interactions with cells in biological media.47
In the nHAp and nHAp/MWCNT-GO samples, the peak
at 2θ =35° and 98° reveals the presence of carbonated HAp
(CHAp), according to JCPDS 00-019-0272. Regarding the
MWCNT-GO sample, we could identify a peak related to
HAp at 2θ =45.3° and another one at 2θ =51.19° related to
CHAp. Aryal et al48 have already reported the bioactivity of
MWCNTs after soaking in SBF for 7 days. The aforementioned results demonstrate the bioactivity of all samples,
which were able to interact with SBF and consequently led
to precipitation of CHAp on their surfaces.

Figure 9 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra of nHAp
and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites after
21 days of being soaked in SBF (1.5x). The absorbance of the CO32- group from HAp was found in the
870–880 cm -1 (ν 2, out-of-plane vibration) and 1,400–
1,640 cm-1 range (ν3, asymmetric stretching vibration)49,50
and at 1,415 cm-1.51 At 1,020 and 1,200 cm-1, we observed
the P–O asymmetric stretching from the PO43- group.50,52 We
found these bands in all samples analyzed.
According to LeGeros, the relation between the intensity
of the carbonate group (1,420 cm-1, CI) and intensity of the
phosphate (1,010 cm-1, PI), CI/PI, can be used to estimate the
CO32- content in the nHAp structure (Equation 2).40
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Figure 9 ATR-FTIR spectra of nHAp and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites after 21 days of being soaked in SBF (1.5x).
Abbreviations: ATR-FTIR, attenuated transmission reflectance Fourier transform infrared; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube;
GO, graphene oxide; SBF, simulated body fluid; au, arbitrary units.
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Table 3 CO32- content (ATR-FTIR analysis, estimated by
Equation 2) on the samples before (control) and after soaking in
SBF (1.5x) during 14 and 21 days
Sample

Control

14 days

21 days

MWCNT-GO
nHAp
nHAP/MWCNT-GO1%
nHAP/MWCNT-GO2%
nHAP/MWCNT-GO3%

0
0.44
0.45
0.64
0.74

1.46
0.91
0.70
0.79
0.80

1.99
1.06
0.77
0.80
0.85

Abbreviations: ATR-FTIR, attenuated transmission reflectance Fourier transform
infrared; SBF, simulated body fluid; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube;
GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite.

MWCNT-GO contents, presented similar morphology as their
respective controls. For all nanocomposites (Figure 10E–J),
we observed MWCNT-GO filaments covered by apatite
plaques (indicated by white arrows).
Kokubo and Takadama reported that the formation of
apatite plaques on a material is a useful indicator to predict
the in vivo bioactivity for bone regeneration applications.53
Calcium is a common ion in SBFs and bioactive materials, and plays an important role in the process of dissolution/
precipitation. Its release from the surface of the substrate to
the adjacent electrolyte triggers the formation of the biologically active layer and stimulates bone growth.54 Therefore, on
immersion in SBF, all the composites could exhibit a negative
surface charge by exposing hydroxyl and phosphate groups.55
This negative charge on the surface of the HAp is beneficial

in the specific interaction with the positive calcium ions in
the fluid, consequently forming a CHAp.55
Interestingly, nHAp/MWCNT-GO composites presented
more carbonate content than nHAp alone (Table 2). This
was expected due to higher aspect ratio and total porosity
measured by porosimetry (Table 1). On the other hand,
the novel nanocomposites presented excellent bioactivity
properties due to release of CHAp to the media for up to
21 days, and consequently, the decrease of measured values
(Table 3). It was very illustrative because we proved that
nHAp/MWCNT-GO composites can release carbonate to
biological media and probably induce biological process-like
apatite precipitation.56

Biological assays
Cell culture

In our pilot studies, it was observed that the direct application
of the scaffolds (in powder form) on the cells was not suitable
for microplate readings, given the amount of residue in the
bottom of the wells with cells attached to them. To avoid this
issue, it was decided to mix the scaffolds with hyaluronic
acid, a well-known scaffold material,57 which would allow us
to apply the scaffold on the top of the transwell membranes.
Using this approach, the results confirmed what was observed
morphologically: all formulations of MWCNTs showed high
levels of cytocompatibility, allowing cells to proliferate with
no remarkable cell death. This is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10 SEM micrographs before and after soaking in SBF for 21 days (1.5x).
Notes: (A and B) MWCNT-GO. (C and D) nHAp. (E and F) nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%. (G and H) nHAp/MWCNT-GO2%. (I and J) nHAp/MWCNT-GO3%. Scale bar: 1 µm.
White circles indicate apatite plaques covering MWCNT-GO. White arrows indicate MWCNT-GO filaments covered by apatite plaques.
Abbreviations: SEM, scanning electron microscopy; SBF, simulated body fluid; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite.
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69% viability with nHAp/MWCNT-GO3% at 100 µg mL-1
(Figure 12A). Against S. aureus, we observed a reduction
of 50% viability with nHAp/MWCNT-GO1% and 2% at
100 µg mL-1 (Figure 12B). These results are in accordance
with those of Arias and Yang, and Liu et al, although those
experiments were conducted differently and substrates
were formulated differently.59,60 The same observation was
reported by Dong et al where single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) tests indicated that the nanotube concentration is
the deciding factor for an antibacterial effect.61 Our results
showed that increasing the MWCNT concentration (from
10 to 100 µg mL-1) led to increases in the bactericidal effect
against E. coli and S. aureus, and these results are very similar
to those observed in a study by Liu et al, which reported that
the death rate of E. coli increased with an increase in SWCNT
concentration from 5 to 80 µg mL-1.60
It is not clear yet as to how exactly CNTs kill microbes.
A possible mechanism was proposed by Kang et al where
the antimicrobial activity of SWCNTs was induced by
direct physical contact between bacterial cell membranes
and SWCNT aggregates.62 We observed that increasing the
concentration of nHAp/MWCNT-GO1%, 2%, and 3% from
10 to 100 µg mL-1 caused cell death, and thereby, we propose
that bacterial membranes may be damaged after contact with
CNTs, degrading bacterial cell integrity and therefore causing
cell death. In a Gram-negative strain, such as E. coli, an outer
plasma membrane containing lipopolysaccharide encases a
thinner layer of peptidoglycan tethered to the outer leaflet of
the cytoplasmic membrane. In Gram-positive bacteria, such
as S. aureus, the cell wall comprises multiple layers of peptidoglycan interspersed with teichoic acid and lipoteichoic
acid.63 The bactericidal effect was more expressive in E. coli
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Figure 11 Cellular viability of MG-63 cells after 7 days of incubation with controls,
MWCNT-GO, nHAp, and nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Note: Values are expressed as mean ± SD (n=3).
Abbreviations: MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide;
nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite; SD, standard deviation; SRB, sulforhodamine B.

These data were also reported in other studies using different approaches.34,47,58 It is important to emphasize that,
independent of the cell type, the cytotoxicity assessment
method, and the form of application of the material on the
cells, all of these studies support that MWCNT scaffolds are
a viable and safe structure for cell adhesion and growth.

Bactericidal properties
Most impressively, this study highlights for the first time that
the nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites showed significant
antimicrobial activity without the use of antibiotics (Figure 12).
Specifically, against E. coli, we observed a reduction of
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Figure 12 Bactericidal effect of nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites.
Notes: Bactericidal effect against (A) Escherichia coli and (B) Staphylococcus aureus. Values are reported as mean ± SD (n=3). *P,0.05.
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; GO, graphene oxide; nHAp, nanohydroxyapatite.
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than in S. aureus, and these results can be justified by the
different compositions of bacterial cell wall. An alternative
mechanism for the antibacterial properties of CNTs could be
related to their surface energy where antibacterial proteins
(such as mucin) contained in serum preferentially adsorb to
the surfaces to inhibit bacterial attachment. Clearly, additional studies are necessary to elucidate by what mechanism
CNTs can reduce bacterial growth without using antibiotics
and without adversely affecting osteoblasts.

Conclusion
In this investigation, we successfully prepared a series of
nHAp/MWCNT-GO nanocomposites, in order to produce
a material that could combine similar bone characteristics
and enhanced physicochemical properties necessary for
orthopedic applications. We used different MWCNT-GO
concentrations (1–3 wt%) aiming at a better understanding
of the dependence of the final properties of the material on
MWCNT content. By TEM analysis, we observed that the
synthesized nHAp particles, which were homogeneously
distributed along the MWCNT surfaces, corresponded to
dense agglomerates of small nanorod particles (~15 nm in
diameter and 45–70 nm in length). BET analysis showed
that all nHAp/MWCNT-GO scaffolds were highly porous
(~60%–70%), which is desirable for cell proliferation and
infiltration for bone regeneration purposes. TGA indicated
that the increase in MWCNT-GO concentration would
have favored nHAp adsorption and consequent increase
in the local and global interactions with water molecules,
leading to nanocomposites with higher hydrophilic character.
We showed that all nanocomposites were bioactive, since
CHAp was found after 21 days of soaking in SBF (1.5x).
All nanocomposites were found suitable for biomedical
applications, with a demonstrated bactericidal effect
against S. aureus and E. coli, and no osteoblast cytotoxicity
was observed. All of the aforementioned properties make
these materials very attractive for numerous bone tissue
engineering applications, either as a matrix or as a reinforcement material in polymeric nanocomposites.
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